**MONDAY, JUNE 27, 2016 (continued)**

**ASSEMBLY SESSION (continued)**

A3003 [McKeon, John F./Zwicker, Andrew+1], Svc/guide dogs-concerns NJ’s treatment
A3011 [Conaway, Herb/Singleton, Troy], Bd of Island Managers-concerns election
A3206 [Wolfe, David W./Singleton, Troy], PFIRS-concerns domestic partners
A3328 [Schaer, Gary S./Pinkin, Nancy J.], Home health aide backlog-concerns
A3344 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Coughlin, Craig J.], Mortgage payoff balance-concerns
A3345 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Coughlin, Craig J.], Mortgage record-cancel upon satisfaction
A3386 [Schaer, Gary S./Vainieri Huttle, Valerie+1], Devel. disab. individuals-concerns
A3396 [McKnight, Angela V./Chiaravalloti, Nicholas], Finan. literacy instr.-concerns
A3405 [Coughlin, Craig J./Schaer, Gary S.], Higher ed instlt-contracting process
A3410 [Muio, Elizabeth Maher/Vainieri Huttle, Valerie], Work First NJ prog.-repeals family cap
A3412 [McKnight, Angela V.+1], Paper acct. stmt-depository instlt. prov
A3417 [Pintor Marin, Eliana/Ruiz, M. Teresa], Roberto Clemente Mem. Hwy.-desig. Rt.21
A3434 [Greenwald, Louis D.], Prescrp. medications-concerns abandoned
A3488 [Spencer, L. Grace/Egan, Joseph V.], Econ Redevel, Growth Grant prog-tax cred
A3492 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Mosquera, Gabriela M.+7], Family planning svc.$7,453M
A3581 [Downey, Joann/Mosquera, Gabriela M.+7], Baby monitor internet connection-concern
A3601 [Schaer, Gary S.], Guaranteed asset prot. waiver-reg.
A3610 [Conaway, Herb/Singleton, Troy+2], SPRS-concerns accidental death benf.
A3617 [Green, Jerry/Ribble, David P.], Superstorm Sandy-impacted co-ext permits
A3622 [Andrezejczak, Bob/McKnight, Angela V.], SNAP Emp. and Training Prog.-concerns
A3629 [Bucco, Anthony M./Diegnan, Patrick J.], Sch. security-estab class three offices
A3652 [Kean, Sean T./Ribble, David P.], Non-pub sch pupil trans pilot prog-estab
A3676 [McKeon, John F./Gusciora, Reed+4], Jury svc.-proh. disqual. based on gender
A3728 [Singleton, Troy], Sch. dist. elections, annual-concerns
A3744 [McKeon, John F./Vainieri Huttle, Valerie+1], Addiction prog.-law enforcement assisted
A3790 [Vainieri Huttle, Valerie+1], Young students-concerns expulsions
A3824 [Vainieri Huttle, Valerie/Lampitt, Pamela R.+1], Devel.-estab. Office of Ombudsman
A3841 [Lampitt, Pamela R.+1], Osteopathic Med. at Rowan Univ.-concerns
A3851 [Quijano, Annette], Claim pymts. thru electronic fds.-auth.
A3882 [Rice, Ronald L./Smith, Bob+1], Econ Redevel, Growth Grant prog-tax cred
A3883 [Zwicker, Andrew/Green, Jerry+27], Env. infrast. proj.-allow product refund
A3884 [Chiaravalloti, Nicholas/Mukherji, Raj+27], Env. infrast. proj., FY2017-approp. fds.
A3901 [Singleton, Troy/Zwicker, Andrew], Hunterdon-Somerset Flood Advisory-estab
A3907 [Giblin, Thomas P./Singleton, Troy], Bldg. svc. transfers-concerns
A3931 [Vainieri Huttle, Valerie/Lagana, Joseph A.], Co. hosp. auth.-estab.
A3988 [Schaer, Gary S./Schepisi, Holly], Fuel dealers, cert.-allow product refund
A4000 [Schaer, Gary S.], St budget FY2016/2017-St$34.8B, Fed15.7B
A4001 [Schaer, Gary S.], FY2016 annual approp.-amends language
A4002 [Schaer, Gary S.], Bus. Emp. Incentive Prog.-revise schedule
A4003 [Pintor Marin, Eliana/Muio, Elizabeth Maher], Hosp grants, certain-Supp Appro$9.5M
ACR109 [Pintor Marin, Eliana/Jimenez Angelica M.+9], Pub. emp. pensions-fd. on timely basis
ACR132 [Land, R. Bruce/Schaer, Gary S.], Env. infrast. Trust-approve Finan. Plan
AJR101 [Pintor Marin/Bramnick, Jon M.], Nati. Park svc.-recog. 100th anniv.
AJR103 [Houghtaling, Eric/Downey, Joann+1], Pancreatic Cancer Awareness Mod.-desig Nov
AR126 [Eustace, Tim/Giblin, Thomas P.], Presidential Youth Council-estab.
AR155 [Zwicker, Andrew/Muio, Elizabeth Maher+18], Bigotry and hatred-condemns
S20 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Beck, Jennifer], DWI-proh. from operating NJT train
S24 [Bucco, Anthony R./Sweeney, Stephen M.+14], Sch. security-estab class three officers
S166 [Bateman, Christopher/Doherty, Michael J.], Hunterdon-Somerset Flood Advisory-estab
S203 [Weinberg, Loretta/Gill, Nia H.+24], Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S216 [Weinberg, Loretta/Codye, Richard J.+1], Handguns, personalized-sell by retailers
S1155 [Barnes, Peter J.+1], Autocycles-reg. as motorcycles
S1923 [Beach, James/Weinberg, Loretta+16], Israeli bus-proh pension investment
S2041 [Rice, Ronald L./Smith, Bob+1], Econ Redevel, Growth Grant prog-tax cred
S2049 [Singer, Robert W.], Sch. pupil trans. pilot prog.-estab.
S2061 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Allen, Diane B.+1], SPRS-concerns accidental death benf.
S2099 [Vitale, Joseph F./Turner, Shirley K.+1], Sch. dist. elections, annual-concerns
S2361 [Weinberg, Loretta/Sarlo, Paul A.], Co. hosp. auth.-estab.

**MONDAY, JUNE 27, 2016 (continued)**

**Joint Committee on Economic Justice and Equal Employment Opportunity Meeting 10:00 AM Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ**

The Committee will meet to organize and elect Co-chairs.

**THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 2016**

**STATE HOUSE COMMISSION MEETING**

**State House Commission Meeting 9:00 AM**

**Committee Room 10, 3rd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ**

**MONDAY, JULY 11, 2016**

**SENATE QUORUM 12:00 PM Senate Chambers**

10:00 AM: Group (1) Committees Scheduled to meet
1:00 PM: Group (2) Committees Scheduled to meet

**THURSDAY, JULY 14, 2016**

**SENATE QUORUM 12:00 PM Senate Chambers**

10:00 AM: Group (3) Committees Scheduled to meet
1:00 PM: Group (4) Committees Scheduled to meet

**MONDAY, AUGUST 1, 2016**

**SENATE QUORUM 2:00 PM Senate Chambers**

Voting Session: Board list to be announced

**VOTING SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers**

Voting Session: Board list to be announced